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By ALEXANDER SOLZHENITSVN
Something which is almost incomprehensible to the human m ind is the West's fantastic gre ed for profit and gain,
which goes beyond all reason, all limitations, all conscience.
I have to admit that Lenin fore told this whole process.
Lenin, who spent most of his life in the West and knew it
much be tter than Russia, always said that the Western
capitalists would do anything to supply the Soviet economy'.' They will fight with each other to sell us goods cheaper and
sell them quicker so that we'll buy from one rather than from
the other."
•! • And in the di fficult moments of a ·party meeting in
..Moscow he said: "Comrades, don't worry when things are
hard with us. When things ar e difficult, we will give a rope to
the bourgeoisie and the bourgeoisie will hang itself with this
rope."
Then, Karl Radek, a witty fellow you may have heard of,
said: "Vladimir Ilyich, where are we going to get enough
rope to hang t he whole bourgeoisie?"
Lenin said immediately: "They'll su pply us with it."
!.':ikita Khrushchev came he re and said: "We 're going to
bury you." People didn't believe that-the y took it as a joke.
Now, of course, the Comm unists have be come mor e clever
in my country. The y do not say, "We 're going to bury you"
any more. Now they say, "Detente."
Nothing has changed in Com munist ideology. The goals
are the same as they were.
Let me take the libe rty of maki ng a short historical survey
of relations which in difft•rc nt periods have been called
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It was a dramatic warning to all the
world- and to Americans in particular- that
Nobel Prize winner Alexander Solzhenitsyn
delivered in Washington, D.C., on June 30.
In his first major public address since his
expulsion from the Soviet Union in 1974, the
author stripped bare the crimes and excesses
in his native Russia-and denounced the
West for a "senseless process of endless concessions to aggressors'' in the Kremlin.
The 90-minute address, delivered extemporaneously in Russian, was translated as Solzhenitsyn spoke. In places where his meaning
was unmistakable but the translation awkward or uncertain, the language has been
clarified for the following text.
trade, stabilization, recognition, detente. These relations are
at least 40 years old.
Let me remind you with what sort of system the Communists started. They came to power by an abhorrent uprising.
They drove away the constituent assembly. They introduced
the Cheka and shooting and executions without trial; they
crushed workers' strikes; they plundered the villages, and
they crushed the peasants in the bloodiest possible way.
They crushed the church. They brought 20 pro\'inces of
our country into a condition of famine- this was the famous
Volga famine of 19 2.1.
A ve ry typical Communist technique: to seize power
without thin king of the fact that the productive forces will
collapse, that the villages will stop p roducing, the factories
will stop, that the country will go into poverty and famine,
and when poverty and hunger come, then they request the
humanitarian world to help it.
We se e this in Northe rn Vietnam today, and almost in
Portugal as well, and the same \vas happening in Russia in
1921.
Civil war, which was started by the Comm unists, was a
slogan of the Communists. \\'hen they got the cotmtry into a
civil war, then they asked America: "llelp feed our hungry. "
And generous and magnanimous America did feed their
hungry. The so-called Aml'rican Relief Administration was
set up, headed by your future P resident llooYer, and indeed,
many m illions of Hussi:ln Ji,·cs were Sa\'cd.
But what sort of gratitude did you rcct' iYe for this? :\ol
only have the Conunu nists tried to erase this ''hole t'\'t' nt
from the popular mt·mory so it's altno~t impossible today in
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the Soviet press to find any reference to the American Relief
Administration, they even started to accuse you of a clever
scheme of American imperialism to set up a spy network in
Russia.
I continue: This was the system which introduced concentration camps for the first time in the history of the world.
It's a system which in the twentieth centurv was the first to
introduce a system of hostages, that is to say, not to seize the
person whom they were seeking, but rather his family or
anyone anywhere near him, and shoot this person.
This srstem of hostages and the persecution of families
exists to this day. It is today their most powerful weapon of
persecution because the bravest person, who is not afraid for
himself, will still shiver at the threat to his family.
This is the system which was the first- long before Hitler- to use false registration. Namely, they would order such
and such people to come in to register. People would come
in. At that point, they are taken away to be annihilated.
They didn't have gas chambers in those days. They used
barges. Hundreds and thousands of persons were put into
these barges and the barges were sunk. It's a system which
exterminated all other parties, and let me ask you to remember that it destroyed not only the party itself, but the
members of every party.
It's a system which introduced genocide of the peasantry.
Fifteen million peasants were sent off to extermination. It's a
system which, in time of peace in the Ukraine, artificially
created a famine causing 6 million persons to die of famine in
1932 and 1933-on the ver y edge of Europe they died.
Europe didn't even notice it. The world didn't even notice it.
I could keep on enumerating these things endlessly, but I
have to stop because we've got to 1933.
This is the year when, with all which I have enumerated in
the background, your President Roosevelt and your Congress
recognized the system as being one worthy of diplomatic
recognition, of friendship and of assistance. This was the
beginning of the friendship and, ultimately, of the military
alliance.

••*
The scope and the direction of my speech today does not
permit me to say much about prerevolutionary Russia. I just
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" At the height of
Stalin's terror,
more than 40,000
per month"
were executed.
want to cite for the sake of comparison a n umber of figures
which you can read for yourself in "The Gulag Archipelago,"
Volume I, which has been published in the United States:
In accordance with the calculation of the specialists of the
most precise, objective statistics in the prerevolutionary
Russia-during the 80 years before the Revolution, the years
of the revolutionary movements when there were attempts
on the Czar's life-about 17 persons a year were executed.
The famous Spanbh Inquisition, at the height, destroyed
perhaps 10 persons a month.
In the "Archipelago," I cite the book which was published
by Chekhov in 1920. In 1918, in 1919, it gives a proud report
of revolutionary activity that executed, wilhout trial, more
than 1,000 persons a month.
And at the height of Stalin's terror in '37, '38, if we divided
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the number of persons executed by the number of months,
we will get more than · 40,000 per month. These are the
figures: 17 a year, more than 10 a month, more than 1,000 a
month, more than 40,000 a month. This is how progressed
what in Russia was being called conservatism.
What made it possible for the democratic West to form an
alliance with the Russia of those years and with this country,
the Soviet Union? The entire united democracy of the
world-England, France, United States, Canada, Australia
and other small countries-entered into a military alliance

"Communists have
become more clever.
They do not say,
'We're going to bury
you' any more. Now
they say, 'Detente.' "
with the Soviet Union in 1941. How is this to be explained?
How can we understand this?
The first explanation we can offer is that perhaps it means
that the entire united democracies of the world were too
weak to fight just one Germany alone, Hitler alone. If this is
the case, then it is a terrible portent. It's a terrible prophecy
for the present day. If all these countries together could not
defeat one little Germany at the time of Hitler, what are
they going to do today, when more than one half of the globe
is flooded with totalitarianism?
I don't want to accept this explanation. Then perhaps the
second explanation: that this was simply an attack of panic, of
fear of the statesmen of the day. They simply didn't haw
sufficient confidence in themselves, didn't have the strength
of spirit, and in this confused state, decided to enter into an
alliance with the Soviet totalitarianism.
Or finally, the third explanation is that this was a deliberate device. Democracy did not want to defend itself, it
wanted to defend itself by means of another totalitarian
system: the Soviet totalitarian system. I am not talking now
about the moral evolution of this-I'm going to talk about
that later-but purely in terms of common calculations. How
nearsighted is that? What profound self-deception is that?
We have a Russian proverb: Do not call a wolf to help you
against the dogs. If the dogs are attacking you, fight against
the dogs. Fight against the dogs, but do not call the wolf to
help you. Because when the wolves come, they will consume
or chase away the dogs, but they will tear you apart as welL
The world democracy could have defeated one totalitarian
regime after another-the German, then the Soviet. Instead, .
it strengthened the Soviet totalitarianism, had helped to
bring into existence a third totalitarianism, that of China-all
this finally precipitated the present world situation.
Roosevelt in Teheran, during one of his last toasts, made
this statement. He said: "I do not doubt that the three of
us"-meuning Roosevelt, Churchill and Stalin-"that we
lead our peoples in accordance with their desires, in accordance with their aims."
Ilow are we to explain this? Well, we'll leave it to the
historians. We at the time listened, and we were astonished.
We in the Russian Army thought when we reach Europe
we will meet the Americans, and we will tell them. I was in
those troops which were marching toward Elbe. A little bit
more and I would have reached Elbe, and would have
shaken the hand of the front troops of the United States
Army. I3ut a little before then, I was taken ofT to the prison,
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and my meeting did not take place. But now, with this great
delay, here I am to tell you, as a friend of the United States,
what as friends we 'vanted to tell you then, but which our
soldiers were prevented from telling you on the Elbe.
There is another Russian proverb: The enemy is the yes
man, but the friends will argue with you. It is precisely for
that reason that I have come to tell you, my friends.
I'm not going to tell you sweet words. The situation in the
world is not just dangerous. It isn't just threatening. It is
catastrophic.
Something that is incomprehensible to the ordinary human mind has taken place. We, over there-the powerless,
average Sovie t people-couldn't understand year after year,
and decade after decade, what is happening.
England, France, the United States-the states which were
victorious in the second World War-the victorious states
have to dictate the peace and they have to receive good
conditions, firm conditions, and create an existence which ·
accords with their philosophy, with their concept of liberty,
their concept of national inte rest.
Instead of this, your statesmen of the West, for some
inexplicable reason, signed one capitulation after another.
And your President Roosevelt did not pose any conditions to
the Soviet Union before he gave them unlimited aid.
In Yalta, without any need for it, the occupation of
Mongolia, ~1oldavia, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania were recognized. Immediately after that, almost nothing was done to
protect Easte rn Europe, and seven or eight countries of
Eastern Europe were also surrendered.
St-alin had demanded that the Soviet citizens who did not
want to return home be handed over to him. And the

"The situation
in the world is not
just dangerous.
It is catastrophic."

Western countries then handed over 1.5 million human
beings-by force. English soldiers were killing Russians who
did ·not want to become prisoners of Stalin, and pushed them
by force to Stalin to be exterminated.
flow could the Western democracies have done this? And
immediately after that came the other 30 years that followed-the constant retreat, the surrender of one country
afte r another, up lo lhe point whe re now, in Africa, there are
Soviet satellite countries; almost all of Asia is taken over by
them; Portugal is rolling down into the precipice. During the
30 years, more was su rrendered to totalitarianism than
ever--ever in the world history after any war had any
defeated country surrendered.
There was no war, but the re might as well have been.
For a long time I couldn't understand this. We couldn't
undcntand the flabbiness of this truce which was conducted
in Vie tnam. Any average Soviet citizen understood that this
was a sly device which n'1 adc it possible for Nor thern Vietnam to take over Suulhern Vietnam when il so chooses. And
sudde nly, this is b(·ing rewarded by the Nobel Prize for
peacci' A tragic and ironic peace.
This is a v<'ry da11gerous sentiment, which may arise as a
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result of this 30 years' retreat. The feel for the world that
comes as a result of it is to give in as quickly as possible, to
give up as quickly as possible, and to get peace and quiet at
any cost.
Many papers in the West have written: Let's hurry up and
end the bloodshed in Vietnam and have national unity there.
One of your leading newspapers, after the end of Vietnam,
gave a full, big headline: "The Blessed Silence." I would not.
wish that kind of blessed silence on my worst enemy. I would
not wish that kind of national unity upon my worst enemy.
I have spent 11 years in the "archipelago." And for half of
my lifetime I have studied this question. Looking at this
terrible tragedy in Vietnam from a distance, I can tell you: A
million persons will be exterminated. Four to 5 million- in
accordance with the scale of Vietnam- will spend time in
concentration camps and will be rebuilding Vietnam.
What is happening in Cambodia you already know. It is
genocide. It is full and complete destruction, but in a new
form.
Once again, the technology is not up to building gas
chambers, so in a few hours the entire capital city, the guilty
capital city is emptied out-old people, women, children are
driven out without belongings, without food. Go, die!
Now we hear voices in your-country and in the West: Give
up Korea and we will live in peace. Give up Portugal, of
course. Give up Japan, give up Israel, give up Taiwan,
Philippines, Malaysia, Thailand, 10 African cotmtries. just let
us live peaceably.
Give us the possibility to continue driving our beautiful
cars on our splendid highways. Make it possible for us to play
tennis and golf. Let us mix our cocktails as we are accustomed to doing. Let us see the beautiful, toothy smile in the
glass on every advertisement page of a magazine.
But this is how things are turning out to be. It is turning
out to be that now, in the West, all this has become a means
of accusing the United States.
Now in the West we hear many voices which say it is the
fault of America. And here I must decisively state that I must
defend the U~ited States against these accusations. I have to
say that the United States, of all the countries of the West, is
the least guilty in all this. It has done the most in order to
prevent it.
The United States helped Europe to win the first and the
second World War. It lifted up Europe from the disaster of
destruction of the war, twice. For 10, 20, 30 years, it has
stood as a shield protecting Europe while European coun·
tries were counting their pennies, and were trying to find a
means of not paying their standing armies, or better yet, not
to have them at all. How not to pay for the armaments. How
to leave NATO, knowing that in any case the United States
will protect them. These countries with thousands of years of
civilization and culture-these countries hm·e begun this,
even though they are close r and they should be able to sort
the situation out better.
I have come to your continent. For two months I have
been traveling in its wide-open spaces. Here you do not feel
the nearness of it all, the immediacy of it all. And here it is
possible to miscalculate. Here you must make a spiritual
effort to understand the situation.
The United States of America, for a long lime, has shown
itself to be the most magnanimous, the most generous
country in the world. Wherever there is a Hood, an earthquake, a fire, a natural disaster, disease, who is the first to
help? The United Stales.
And what do we hear in response? Heproachcs, conckmna·
tion, swear words, ""Yankee go home!"' .-\ nwrican (information] centers arc being destroyed-bdng bmncd-a nd the
representatives of the ""third world"' jump up on the tnbll' to
vote against the United Stall's.
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But this does not reduce the load on America's shouldersthe great burden on America's shoulders. The course of
history, whether you like it or not, has made you the leaders
in the world. Your country can no longer afford to think
provincially. Your political leaders cannot think only about
their State, only about their party, about small situations. You
must think about the whole world. And when a new political
crisis in the world arises- and I think that we have just come
to the end of a very acute crisis and the next one will come
any moment- the main decisions will fall on the shoulders of
the United States of America.
Allow me to quote what I have heard here: "It is impossible to protect those who do not have the will to defend
themselves."
I agree with that. But I must say this was said about
Vietnam. In one half of today's Europe and in three quarters

"One capitulation
after another"
by the West.

of today's world, the will.to defend itself is even less than it
was in Southern Vietnam.
One hears: "We cannot defend those who cannot defend
themselves with their own human resources, with their own
manpower." But, against the powers of totalitarianismwhen all of this power is thrown against a country-no
country can defend itself with its own resources.
We are told: "It is not possible to protect those who do not
have full democracy." This is the most remarkable argument
of the lot. This is the leitmotiv I read in your newspapers and
I hear in the speeches of some of your political leaders. Who
in the world, on the front lines of defense against totalitarianism, ever has been able to sustain full democracy? You? The
United States?
Even the united democracies of the world were not able to
do it-America, England, Canada, Australia. With the Hrst
danger of Hitlerism, you stretched the hand out to Stalin.
It is also said that "if the Soviet Union is going to use
detente for its own ends, then we"- But what will happen
· then? The Soviet Union has used detente in its own interest,
is using it now, and will continue to use it in its own interest.
For example, in China and in the Soviet Union they're
both participating in detente, but they have grabbed three
countries of Indo-China in a quiet way. True, perhaps as a
consolation, they will send you a table-tennis team!
Years ago, the Soviet Union sent you the pilots who at one
time crossed the North Pole on the way to America. I
remember very well the year-this was June of 1937-when
the Russian pilots accomplished their heroic flight across the
North Pole and landed in the State of Washington. This was
the year when Stalin had executed more than 40,000 persons
a month, and Stalin knew what he was doing. The pilots were
heroic-nobody will say anything against them-but this was
a show, a show to distract you from the real events of 1937.
And what is the occasion now? Is it an anniversary, 38
years? Is 38 years some kind of an anniversary? No, simply
they have to cover up Vietnam, and once again those pilots
were sent here. The Chkalov Memorial was inaugurated in
the Stale of Washington. Chkalov is a hero and is worthy of a
memorial. l3ul, in order to present the true picture, behind
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the memorial there should have been a wall, and on it there
should have been a bas-relief showing the execution, showing the skulls and bones.
I apologize for quoting so many things, but there are so
many things being said in your press and radio.
We cannot ignore the fact that North Vietnam and Khmer
Rouge have violated the [Indo-China] agreement, but we are
willing to look into the future. What does that mean? Does it
mean let them exterminate people, but if these murderersthose who live by violence-these executioners authorize
detente, we will be happy to participate in it?
They [in the U.S. leadership] looked into the future this
way in '33 and in '41, but it was a nearsighted look into the
future." Two years ago they looked into the future when a
senseless, nonguaranteed, pointless truce in Vietnam was
arranged, and it was a nearsighted thing. There was such a
hurry to have this truce that they have forgotten to collect
your own Americans back. They were in such a hurry to sign
this document that some 1,300 Americans- well, they ha,·e
vanished.
How is that done? How can this be? It is possible in war for
some of those Americans to be missing in action. But the
leaders of Northern Vietnam have admitted that a part of
them is still being kept in prison. Do they give you back your
compatriots? No. They are not giving them back, and they
arc putting new conditions before you. At first they said,
"Remove Thieu from power." Now they are saying, "HaYe
the United States restore Vietnam; otherwise, it's very difHcul t for us to find all these people."
If the Government of ~orth Vietnam has difficulty explaining to you what happened with your American POW's
who have not been returned, I, on the basis of my experience
in the "archipelago," can tell you this quite clearly:
There is a law in the "archipelago" that those who have
been treated the most harshly, and who have withstood the
most bravely-the most honest, the most courageous, the
most unbending- they never again come out into the world.
They are never again shown to the world because the tales
they will tell will not Ht into the human mind.
Some of your returned POW's have told that they were
tortured. This means that those who remain were tortured

Vietnam:
"A million persons

will be
exterminated."

even more horrendously, but they have not given an inch.
These are your best people. These are your first heroes, who
in a solitary combat ha\'e stood the test.
And today, unfortunately, they cannot hear and take
courage from our applause. They can't be here because they
are in their solitary cells ,vhere the>' may either die or sit 30
years like Raoul Wallenberg, the Swedish diplomat who W:!S
seized in 19-15 in the Soviet Union. He has been in prison for
30 years, and they will not yield him up.
And you have some hysterical public figures who ha\'e
said: "I will go to Northern \'ictnam. I will get on my knees
and beg them to rekasc our prisoners of war." This isn't a
political act. Thi~ is masochism.
Do you understand properly what dt'-tente has meant all
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these 40 years? Friendship, stabilization of the situation,
trade, et cetera-! have to tell you something which you've
never seen or heard-how it looks from the other side. Let
me tell you now:
A mere acquaintance with an American-and God forbid
that you should sit with him in a restaurant- means a 10-year
term for espionage. In the fourth volume of the "Archipelago," I will tell of an event. One Soviet citizen was in the
United States, and when he came back he told people that in
the United States they have wonderful automobiles, roads.
The Slate Security arrested him and they demanded a term
of 10 years. Butt he judge said: .. I don't object, but there's not
enough evidence. Couldn't you find something else against
him?" So the judge was exiled because he quarreled with the
State Security, and they gave the other man 10 years. Can
you imagine what this means? He said there were good roads
in America. He got 10 years for that.
In 1945, 1946, 1947, through our prison cells, we saw pass
a lot of persons and these were not ones who were cooperating with Hitler-there were some of those, too-they
were not guilty of anything, but rather they were people
who had just spent some time in the West and had been
liberated from German prisons by the Americans. This was
considered a criminal act-to be liberated by the Americans.
That means he had seen the good life on the other side. And
the most terrible thing to the Communists is not what he did,
but what he would tell about. All of these people got 10-year
terms.
During l\ixon's last visit to Moscow,. your American correspondents were reporting about the Western way of life and
reporting in the streets of Moscow, for example, in the
following way: "I am going down a Russian street with a
microphone and asking the ordinary Soviet citizen, 'What do
you think about the meeting between Nixon and Brezh·
nev?'" And amazingly everybody said: "Wonderful, I'm
delighted, I'm absolutely overjoyed by this fact."
What does this mean? How could we understand this? If I
am going down the street in Moscow and some American
comes up to me with a microphone, and I know that one
yard away from him is a member of the State Security also
with a microphone, who's recording everything I say, of
course I'll say-do you think I'm going to say something
that's going to put me in prison in a few rninutes?--of course
I say: "It's wonderful, I'm delighted, I'm overjoyed."
But ·what is the value of such correspondents if they simply
transmit to you here in the West without thinking twice
about it?
You helped us many years with Lend-Lease, but the
Communists have done everything to make us forget this, to
eras'e it from our minds, not to remember it.
Before I came into ·Lhis hall, I delayed my visit to Washington a little bit in order to take a look at some ordinary parts
of America, go into various Stales and talk with people. And
I was told-and this I learned for the first time-that in every
State during the war years, there were Soviet friendship
societies which were collecting assistance for Soviet peoplewarm clothes, gifts-and all these things were sent to the
Soviet Union.
But we not only never received lhem, we never saw them.
They were distributed among the privileged persons. And
furthermore, no one there ever. even told us that this was
being done. I only learned' about il this month, here in the
United States.
Everything poisonous which could be said about the United Stales was said in Stalin's days. And all of this creates a
heavy sentime nt. It's a sentiment which can be stirred up
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any time-any time the newspapers can come out with
headlines: "Dloodthirsly Ame rican Imperialism Wants to
Seize Control of the World." And this poison will rise up
from the sentiment that has been created. Many people in
our country will believe this and will be poisoned by it and
will consider you aggressors. This is what detente means in
our country.
The Soviet system is so closed that it's almost impossible
for you to understand it here. And your theoreticians and
scholars write works trying to explain how things occur
there. There are some naive explanations which emerge
from the United States that are actually funny to Soviet
citizens.
· Some say that the Soviet leaders have now given up their
inhumane ideology. Not at all, not at all. They haven't given
it up one step.
Some say that in the Kremlin there are some on the left
and some on the right, and they are fighting with each other
and we've got to behave in such a way so as not to affect the
left side. They're all the same. There's some sort of a struggle
for power, but they all want the same thing.
Or the third possible explanation: that thanks to the
growth of technology, there's a technocracy in the Soviet
Union which is growing- there is a growing number of
engineers and the engineers are now running the economr
and will soon determine the fate of the country rather than
the party. I tell you, though, that the engineers determine
the fate of the economy just as much as our generals
determine the fate of the Army. '!:'hat means zero. Everything is done the way the party demands. That's their
system.
Judge it for yourself. It's a system where for 40 years there
haven't been genuine elections, but simply a farce. It's a
system which has no legislative bodies, legislative organs. It's
a system without an independent press, a system without an
independent judiciary, where the people have no influence
on external or internal policy-where any thought which is
different from what the State thinks is crushed.
And let me tell you that electronic bugging is such a simple
thing; it's just a matter of everyday life. You had an instance
in the United States where a bugging caused an uproar
which bsted for years. Not in the Soviet Union. Every
factory, every apartment, every house has got its bug in it. It
doesn't surprise us in the le:1st.
It's a system where unmasked butchers of millions like
Molotov, and others lesser than him, have ne,·er been tried
in the courts, but retire on tremendous pensions. It's a
system where these farces continue today-where every
foreigner is surrounded by secret agents. It's a system where
the very constitution h;\S never been c•1rried out for one
.single day, where all the decisions are made some\\"here high
up by a small group in secret, and then released on the
country like a bolt of lightning.
What is the signature of these persons \vorth? How could
one rely on their signatures to a document of detente? You
yoursch·cs might ask your spceblists and they'll tell you that
in recent years the So,·ic t Union has succeeded in creating
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wonderful chemical weapons, and missiles which are even
better than those which are used by the United States.
So what are we to conclude from that? Is detente needed
or not? Not only is it needed, it's needed like air. It's the only
way of saving the earth; that is, instead of having a world
war, we must have detente, but a true detente. I would say
that there are very definite characteristic marks of what a
genuine detente would be.
There are only three. In the first place: that there be a
disarmament-not only a disarmament from ti1e use of war,
but also from the use of violence-not only arms, but also
violence; not only the sort of arms which are used to destroy
your neighbors, but the sort of arms which are used to
destroy your fellow countrymen.
This is not a detente, if we here with you today can spend
our time in a friendly way, while over there people are
groaning and dying and in psychiatric insane asylums. The
doctors are going around and putting injections in people
which destroy their brain cells.
And the second sign of true detente is the following: that it

"Detente has to
be based on a firm
foundation- not
on smiles, not on
verbal concessions."
be not one based on smiles, not on verbal concessions. It has
to be based on a firm foundation. You know the word from
the Bible, ";\;ot on sand, but on rock." There has to be a
guarantee that this will not disappear overnight or be broken
overnight. And for this, we need that the other party to the
agreement have some control over attacks, some control by
public opinion, some control by the press, control by a freely
elected parliament. Until such controls exist, there's absolutely no guarantee.
And the third simple condition: What sort of detente is it
when they employ the inhumane propaganda which is
called, in the Sovie t Union, "ideological war"? Let us not
have that. If we're going to have detente, let's be friendlyand end ideological warfare!
The Soviet Union and the Communist countries can conduct negotiations. They know how to do this. For a long time
they don't make any concessions, and then they give a little
bit. Then everyone says triumphantly: "Look, they have
made a concession. It's time to sign."
The European negotiators for 35 countries for two years
now have painfully, painfully been negotiating-their nerves
are stretched to the breaking point. And the Communists
finally make concessions. A few women from the Communist
countries can now marry foreigners. And a few newspapermen are now going to be permitted to travel in some places
they couldn't travel before. They give one thousandth of
what natural law should provide, or natural right-matters
which people should be able to do even before such negotiations are undertaken. And here in the West we hear all sorts
of peoples raising their voices, saying: "Look. They aremaking concessions; we'.ve got to sign."
During- these two years of the negotiations, in all the
countries of Eastern Europe, the pressure has increased, the
oppres~ion has increased-even in Yugoslavia and Humnnia,
leaving a~idc the other countries. And it is precisely now that
the Au!>trian Chancellor is saying: "We've got to sign this
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agreement as rapidly as possible." What sort of an agreement
would this be?
The proposed agreement is the funeral of Eastern Europe.
It would mean that Western Europe would finally, once and
for all, sign off Eastern Europe, stating that it's perfectly
willing to see Eastern Europe be crushed and overwhelmed,
but just don't bother us. And the Austrian Chancellor thinks
that if he pushed all of these countries into a common grave,
then Austria, at the very edge of this grave, will not fall into
it, too.
From our lives there we have concluded this: that there is
only one thing which can be raised against violence, and that
is firmness.
You have to understand the nature of Communism, the
very ideology of Communism. All of Lenin's teachings are
that Communism considers to be a fool anyone who doesn't
take what's given to him, what's lying in front of him. If you
can take it, take it. If you can attack, attack. But if there's a
wall, then go back.
The Communist leaders respect only firmness, and have
contempt and laugh at persons who continually retreat. You
are told-and this is the last quotation I'm going to give you
from the statements of your leaders- that power without any
attempt at conciliation will lead to a world conflict. But I
would say that power with continual compliance, continual
retreat, is no power at all.
From our experience, I can tell you that only firmness will
make it possible to withstand the assaults of Communist
totalitarianism. We see many historic examples. Let me give
you some of them.
Look at little Finland in 1939, which with its own forces
withstood the attack.
You, in 1948, defended and stood up for Berlin, and only
because of your firmness of spirit there was no world conflict.
In Korea, in 1950, you stood up against the Communists by
your firmness and unyieldingness. And there was no world
conflict.
In 1962, you compelled the rockets to be removed from
Cuba. Again, it was your steadfastness and firmness of
character, and there was no world conflict.

"' * *

We dissidents in the U.S.S.R. don't have any tanks, we
don't have any weapons, we have no organization. We don't
have anything. Our hands are empty; we have only a heart
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"The Communist
leaders respect only
firmness, and have
contempt and laugh
at persons who
continually retreat."

and what we have lived through in the last half century
under this system. When we have found the firmness \\'ithin
ourselves to stand up for our rights, we haye done so. It's only
by our firmness of spirit that we have withstood, <lnd I'm
standing here before you,. no~ becaus~ of the kindness or the
good will of Communism~ · not. thanks to detente, but thanks
to my own firmness {md ym,Jr firm support.
The Communists kne,\· that I would not give up one inch,
not one hair, and \\'hen they couldn't do more, they themselves fell back. This was taught to me by the difficulties of
my own life.
1 don't want to n1ention a lot of names bcc~n1se when we
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resolve a question with two or three names, that means we
forget the others and we have betrayed the others. We
should rather just mention figures. There are tens of thousands of political prisoners, and by the calculation of English
specialists. 7,000 persons are now in insane asylums under
compulsory confinement.
But let's take Vladimir Bukovsky as an example. He was
told: ·'Go away. Lea,·e. Go to the West and shut up." And this
young man-a youth on the verge of death- said: "No, I
\von't go. I have written about the persons whom you have
put in insane asylums. You release them and then I'll go
West.'' This is what I mean by firmness of spirit to stand up
against tanks.
In evaluating everything I have said to you today-and I'm
coming to my conclusion now-I could say we don't even
have to have our conversation on the political level-why
such and such a country acted in such and such a way, how
they- what they were counting on in acting in such a way.
We should rather rise above this to the moral level and say:
"In 1933 and in 1941, your leaders and the whole Western
world in an unprincipled way made a deal with totalitarianism. We will have to pay our cost for this and for 30 years
we've been paying for it, and we're still paying for it, and
we're going to pay for it in a worse way."
One cannot think only in the low level of political calculations. It's necessary to think also of what is noble, what is
honest and what is honorable, not only what is useful.
The adroit Western legal scholars have now introduced the
term "legal realism." By this legal realism, they want to push
aside any moral evaluation of affairs. They say: "Recognize
realities. You have to understand that if such and such laws
have been established in such and such countries, then these
laws, which provide for violence, have to be recognized and
respected."
At the present time, this concept is widely accepted
among lawyers-th~t law is higher than morality; law is
something which is worked out and developed, whereas
morality is something inchoate and amorphous. That isn't the
case. The opposite is rather true-morality is higher than
law.
Law is our human attempt somehow to instill in the laws a
part of that moral sphere which is above us. We try to
understand this morality, bring it down to earth and present
it in the form of laws-sometimes we are more successful,
sometimes less. Sometimes you actually have a caricature of
morality, but morality is always higher than law. And we
cannot forge t this ever.
In our heart and soul, we have to recognize that it's almost
a joke now to talk in the Western world in the twentieth
century about words like "good" and "evil." These are
almost old-fashioned concepts, but these arc very real and
genuine concepts. These are concepts from a sphere which is
higher than us.
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"You're defending
yourselves"
by helping those
persecuted by
Russia.
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And instead of getting involved in shortsighted political
calculations, we have to recognize that the concentration of
world evil and the tremendous force of hatred is there, and
it's flowing from there throughout the world. And we have to
stand up against it and not try to give to it, give to it, give to
it everything which it asks for.
Today, there are two major processes occurring in the
world. One is the one which I have just described to you
which has been in progress more than 30 years. It is a process
of shortsighted concessions, a process of giving up, giving up
and giving up in hope that at some point the wolf will have
eaten enough.
The second process is one which I consider the key to
everything. Under the cast-iron shell of Communism in the

"In the Soviet Union
today, Marxism
has fallen so low
it's simply an
object of contempt."
Soviet Union and in other Communist countries, there is a
liberation of the human spirit. A new generation is growing
up, one which is steadfast in its struggle with evil, one which
is not willing to accept unprincipled compromises, which
prefers to lose everything- life, salary, conditions of life,
conditions of existence- but is not willing to sacrifice its
conscience in making deals with evil.
This process has now gone so far that in the Soviet Union
today, Marxism has fallen so low it's simply an object of
contempt. No serious person in our country today, even
students in schools, can talk about Marxism without smiling.
But this whole process of our liberation, which obviously
will entail social transformations, is a process which is slower
than the first one-the process of concessions.
We there-when we see these concessions, these surrenders, we are frightened. Why so quickly? Why so headstrong?
Why so rapidly? Why every year?
I started by saying that you are the allies of our liberation
movement in the Communist countries, and I call upon you:
Let us think together and try to see how we can adjust the
relationship between these two processes. Whenever you
help the persons being persecuted in the Soviet Union,
you're not only displaying magnanimity and nobility, you are
defending not only them but you're defending yourseh·es as
well. You're defending your own future.
So let us try to see how far we can go to slop this senseless
process of endless concessions to aggressors, these clever
legal arguments for why we should make one concession
after another and give up more and more and more.
Why have we got to hand over increasingly more and
more technology--complex, subtlt', deYt:-loped technologythat it needs for its weapons, for crushing ib own citizens?
If we can at least slow down that process of concessions, if
not stop it altogether, and make it possible for the process of
liberation to continue in the Communist countries, ultimate·
ly these two processes will combine and yit.•ld us our future.
On our small planet, there arc no longer any internal
llffairs. The Communist leaders sav: "Don't interfere in our
internal affairs. LL't us strangle ~ur citiz,•ns in quiet and
peace."
I3ut I tell you: Interfere murL' anclmore, interfl'l'c' as much
as you can. \\'e beg you lo comt• and interfere.
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